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  Discover our restaurant services 

to help you succeed

  
    
                    
      
        
          
            
            
          
          
            
          
        

      


      
  Centralise all your reservations
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Save time by checking all your reservations whenever you need to. Whether reservations are made by phone, e-mail, online, or even from walk-in customers, our restaurant reservation software allows you to manage and view everything in one place.
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  Reduce your no-show rate
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Reduce your no-shows using TheFork tools such as automatic email and SMS confirmations, our Guest Reliability Score that identifies reservations by users who are likely to become a no-show, and credit card pre-authorization.
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  Manage your occupancy rate
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A win-win management model to optimise your restaurant occupancy rate. Propose special offers or join the YUMS loyalty program and Festivals to increase off-peak reservations. You have complete control over when online restaurant reservations are open or closed.
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  Engage with your customers
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                            Develop customer loyalty through a best-in-class multilingual reservation system. Build your customer database, communicate with your customers and manage all your customer reviews in one place.
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  Activate pay-at-the-table solutions
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                            Enable TheFork PAY, the completely free and innovative mobile payment solution.

Offer your customers a quick and easy-to-use payment solution with a split-the-bill option.

Benefit from the world’s first free QR code-based payment system for restaurants.
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  Gain access to the largest and best community of restaurant diners

      

We bring the world's largest community of over 20 million loyal diners* to the tables of restaurants like yours. TheFork diners are your ideal customers because:
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  more visits to restaurants**

                    TheFork diners are more likely to dine out vs the average customer
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  more spent at restaurants**

                    TheFork diners spend more vs the average customer
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  less likely to no-show**

                    TheFork diners are less likely to no-show vs bookings via a restaurant's website
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                        Our team of industry experts are here to support you
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                            Discover the team!

            
      

      
                            Click on the white buttons to discover the members of our team that will guide and advise you at TheFork Manager


            
      

    


        
          
        
  Kam


      

      
                            Account Manager

            
      

      
                            Hi! I’m working on a daily basis with restaurants’ owner to advise them on their booking management and restaurants’ operations.


            
      

      


    
          
        
  Sarah


      

      
                            Trainer

            
      

      
                            Hello, I’m training the new restaurants’ partners on TheFork Manager so they can make the most out of our reservation management software.


            
      

      


    
          
        
  Lucy


      

      
                            Customer Service

            
      

      
                            Welcome to TheFork! I’m available for any questions you might have on TheFork.


            
      

      




  


  
                        Rely on excellent support and account management services from our local teams of 450 experts to help you get the most out of TheFork Manager.
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  Our restaurant partners trust us




  

  	
      
        
      
    
	
      
        
      
    






                
      
                
                                          The Fork is easy and intuitive to use, allows us to maximize our reservations and the platform has introduced us to lots of first-time customers. This is very worthwhile, trackable marketing spend.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  John Bywater


                                Restaurant manager

            
                                Der Fischladen

            
                                Berlin

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          My account manager is amazing, and always available. She makes me feel safe: when I ask something, it's done with an immediate impact. She is highly professional and passionate about her job.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  Fotis Stalikas


            
                                Le Lyrique

            
                                Lausanne
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                Play the video
                
                  
                
              
            

                  

        
                    
            
  Sam Hasim


                                Group Marketing Manager

            
                                Seagrass Boutique Hospitality Group

            
                                Australia

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          I love the marketing tools available via TheFork. Through TheFork Festival we achieved over a 100% increase in bookings and gained an additional £20K revenue per month!

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  CK


                                General Manager

            
                                RedFarm

            
                                London

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          The team find TheFork Manager very simple and easy-to-use; it really makes our restaurant operations more efficient and allows us to focus on improving the customer experience.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  Renny Tsang


                                Restaurant Manager

            
                                Happy Lamb Hot Pot

            
                                Birmingham

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          I chose TheFork because of their users' quality which corresponds to the clients I want to welcome in my restaurant. My account manager speaks Chinese which really helps us in the collaboration.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  Eric Yip


                                Founder

            
                                Hekfan Brera

            
                                Milan

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          Thanks to TheFork, I can invest in only one platform and benefit both from the advertisement investment and the consulting part, which is really convenient for us.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  Luca Morelli


                                Store Manager

            
                                Primo Sushi

            
                                Milan

            
          

        

      

    

  
                
      
                
                                          Our partnership with TheFork is truly efficient. Moreover, the software is easy to use and intuitive: the possibility to personalize the floorplan (with the PRO version) is really useful.

            
                  

        
                      
                    
            
  Nicola Santostasi


                                Co-Founder

            
                                Sublime Sushi Bar

            
                                Bologna

            
          

        

      

    

  
  


  


          

  
    
              
  The numbers present in this page are the consolidated Group numbers. Last update on the 2022.01.25.

                    

*All visits on all devices, October-December 2019

**TheFork internal study, Australia, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and UK, April 2022
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          Discover 2023 Food Trends and take your restaurant to the next level
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          How to create a festive winter holiday vibe in your restaurant
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          How to interview a chef
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          Restaurant Floor Plan: How to Create a Floor Plan
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          Running an Organic restaurant: opportunities and challenges today
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  About TheFork

  

        
              	
                Who are we?
              
	
                Join us
              


  


  


      
  Useful links

  

        
              	
                Log in
              
	
                FAQ
              
	
                Widgets support
              


  


  


      
  Stay tuned!

  

        
              	
                Send newsletters to attract and retain customers at your restaurant
              
	
                How to add a restaurant to Google Maps
              


  


  

  
      Contact us

    
      
                          Support available 7/7 from 9 AM to 7 PM GMT at +44 20 7199 4300

*Opening hours may vary on Bank Holidays*



            
    

  


      

    

  

            

            
          

                          
              
    
      
        
            
  Footer

  

        
              	
                Legal information
              
	
                Privacy and Cookies Statement
              
	
                Cookie Consent Tool
              


  


  

  
    
      
                          © 2024 LaFourchette SAS. All rights reserved.



            
    

  


      

    

  

          

                  
  




  


    
    



  
